
Coloured Quartz Render
for concrete swimming pools



EnduRing BEauty
duraQuartz® is the ultimate surface 
finish for concrete swimming 
pools. Made almost entirely of 
quartz, one of the hardest natural 
occurring minerals, this premium 
range of beautifully coloured 
renders includes shimmering 
flecks throughout for a pool that  
truly sparkles.

StREngth & duRaBility
duraQuartz® is made right here in 
Western Australia using only the 
highest quality materials and has 
been purpose designed to suit 
local conditions. Even after acid 
washing and years of exposure 
to pool chemicals and sunlight, 
a pool with duraQuartz® will not 
bleed or fade and will maintain 
its stunning colour and a smooth, 
even surface that is sure to 
impress.

individualiSE youR Pool
From the deep blue of the ocean to 
the brilliant green of a natural rock 
pool, duraQuartz® is available in 
a vibrant range of 9 colours, each 
including a unique shimmer to 
create a beautiful visual effect in 
your pool water.

Remember that shape, depth and 
pool surrounds can all influence 
the final colour of your pool. 

When selecting your duraQuartz® 

finish always consult with an 
approved pool builder who will 
assist you in selecting the perfect 
colour to suit you, your outdoor 
area and home.



ColouR CollECtion
Select from the duraQuartz® range of coloured quartz renders for naturally beautiful, shimmering pool colour 
that lasts.

Every effort has been made to represent the true colour, however variations may occur due to the printing process.

White Onyx Turquoise Bay Cayman Pacific
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Quality & Peace of Mind

Whether you are building a new pool or renovating an existing pool, duraQuartz® 
will give you a surface finish with lasting colour & durability. With no need to worry 
about colour fading, and a smooth even finish that is gentle on feet and clothing, 
duraQuartz® offers the ultimate in peace of mind and is backed by a 7 year 

manufacturers warranty.

For further information & display samples contact 
a  duraQuartz® pool builder today:


